Professional or recreational. Competition or fun. Based in Fürth, Germany, uvex is one of the leading international manufacturers of personal protective equipment and has been inspiring customers with pioneering technologies and innovative products for more than 90 years. Whether it’s leisure, sport, or work, uvex products help you to achieve your best. uvex – protecting people since 1926.
Proudly protected by uvex

Protecting people is our mission, our responsibility – but also our passion. We are proud of our athletes’ performance that we support and protect with the highest level of safety. When split seconds count. In every moment, 365 days of the year.
wherever your adventures take you

Release the reins. Feel the fresh air on your face. Canter through the surf or trot along dusty trails.
wherever you want to explore

Cross-country or paddock. Leafy canopy or clear sky. Leisurely walk or full gallop.
wherever you seek new challenges

Riding student or professional equestrian. Set goals, and overcome obstacles. Experience the rhythm and cadence of genuine teamwork. Perfect balance on every transition.
wherever you ride

A uvex riding helmet is the perfect headgear for dressage, show jumping, or cross-country. Training, eventing, or leisurely hacking. Whether you opt for a traditional or more fashionable style, every uvex riding helmet offers a sophisticated design, high-quality finish, superior ventilation, and, of course, unbeatable safety.

For exceptional protection – 24/7, 365 days of the year – uvex is the go-to choice. Wherever you ride.
wherever you ride

riding helmets

Dressage, eventing, jumping, or just for fun. The uvex riding helmet collection guarantees the perfect combination of style and safety. For every rider. For every discipline. With high-quality materials, appealing designs, optimal fit, and ultimate comfort.

uvex helmets are made to meet all your equestrian needs – like the uvex elexxion, with its sporty style, climate control, and precise, ergonomic fit. All uvex riding helmets feature soft, washable pads that ensure optimal size adjustment and superior comfort at all times.
The uvex elexxion pro ltd hybrid helmet is a real eye-catcher, wherever you ride. Dirt track or homestretch. High-quality detailing in mat, gloss, and chrome completes the classy design. The 3D IAS system guarantees a perfect fit on every head. The ventilation system is also adjustable, providing a cooling flow of air even on hotter days. Whether you are bold enough for champagne pink or prefer the classic color combinations, the uvex elexxion makes a real statement. Made in Germany.

Ventilation system with chrome detailing
The ventilation system is individually adjustable to ensure optimal climate management, while the chrome detailing adds that extra wow factor.

Increased durability
The unique wrap-around EPS shell protects the edges of the helmet for increased durability, which means this helmet will look great for longer.

Slim fit inner lining
The removable and washable slim fit interior pads ensure the best possible comfort, while the height and width adjustable 3D IAS system ensures a perfect fit on every head.
**pink ribbon edition**

The objective of the Pink Ribbon symbol is to raise breast cancer awareness.

In Germany, one woman in eight develops breast cancer at some stage in her life. Around 70,000 women are newly diagnosed every year. In most cases, early detection and treatment increases the chances of recovery.

uvex works together with many prominent riders, such as eventing Olympic champion Ingrid Klimke, for Pink Ribbon Germany. The non-profit organization provides information and education about breast cancer and the benefits of early detection.

Show your support and wear a ribbon! For each pair of uvex pink ribbon edition gloves, uvex donates 5 euros to Pink Ribbon Germany. uvex also donates 50 euros per helmet sold to the non-profit organisation.*

*uvex pink ribbon edition only available in Germany.
glamour meets design

The uvex suxxeed diamond is the new glam model in the popular riding helmet series. Created together with designers from Swarovski®, the uvex suxxeed diamond features a magical starry sky on your helmet. High-quality Swarovski® crystals and pearls twinkle in a variety of colors on a silky satin background. The range of sparkling colors is matched to the color of the helmet: clear, anthracite, and dark colors on the black helmet, and a variety of blues and purples on the blue helmet.

With its unique design, the uvex sportstyle diamond glove provides the perfect match. The glove is adorned with a miniature starry sky of enchanting Swarovski® crystals and features silk-matt velour on the closure.

Team the uvex suxxeed diamond with the uvex sportstyle diamond to add some sparkle to your outfit!
Josefa Sommer
Eventing

Our bestsellers uvex suxxeed convince through safety, fit, and design. Individually adjustable in height and width and with excellent ventilation, comfort is also guaranteed. The uvex suxxeed flash variant combines silky satin with a cascade of Swarovski® crystals.

Features
- Hardshell technology
- 2 shell sizes
- Monomatic fastener
- R-PAX strap
- 3D IAS fit system
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Excellent ventilation
- Strap covers in high-quality synthetic leather
- Satin helmet cover
- Top with Swarovski® crystals
- Weight from 510 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 +
  VGI 01/042 2014-12

Recommendation

uvex sportstyle diamond
S45.4.116.01…

uvex suxxeed diamond
S43.6.476.0104 // xs-s
S43.6.476.0105 // s
S43.6.476.0106 // m-l

black
S43.6.476.0104 // xs-s
S43.6.476.0105 // s
S43.6.476.0106 // m-l

blue
S43.6.476.0304 // xs-s
S43.6.476.0305 // s
S43.6.476.0306 // m-l

navy
S43.6.476.0504 // xs-s
S43.6.476.0505 // s
S43.6.476.0506 // m-l
uvex suxxeed luxury lady

Our bestsellers uvex suxxeed convince through safety, fit, and design. Individually adjustable in height and width and with excellent ventilation, comfort is also guaranteed. With a wider shield that protects the rider from the sun, it is the ideal companion for the green season.

Features
- Hardshell technology
- 2 shell sizes
- Monomatic fastener
- R-PAX strap
- 3D IAS fit system
- Alcantara helmet cover
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Excellent ventilation
- Strap covers in high-quality synthetic leather
- Lady shield
- Frame with Swarovski® crystals
- Weight from 950 g

Recommendation
- Lady shield
- Frame with Swarovski® crystals
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Weight from 950 g

uvex suxxeed glamour

Our bestsellers uvex suxxeed glamour convince through safety, fit, and design. Individually adjustable in height and width and with excellent ventilation, comfort is also guaranteed. The sparkling glitter of the uvex suxxeed glamour features Swarovski® crystals combined with the finest Alcantara.

Features
- Hardshell technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- R-PAX strap
- Strap covers in high-quality synthetic leather
- Alcantara helmet cover
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Frame with Swarovski® crystals
- Weight from 510 g

Recommendation
- Lady shield
- Frame with Swarovski® crystals
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Weight from 510 g
**uvex suxxeed velours**

Our bestsellers uvex suxxeed convince through safety, fit, and design. Individually adjustable in height and width and with excellent ventilation, comfort is also guaranteed. The uvex suxxeed velours with finest Alcantara is accentuated by a color-coordinated frame.

**Features**
- Hardshell technology
- 2 shell sizes
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Fit system
- 3D IAS fit system
- Alcantara helmet cover
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Excellent ventilation
- Strap covers in high-quality synthetic leather
- Weight from 510 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG I 01.040 2014-12

**Recommendation**

uvex sportstyle
S45.4.105.02...

---

**uvex suxxeed starshine**

Our bestsellers uvex suxxeed convince through safety, fit, and design. Individually adjustable in height and width and with excellent ventilation, comfort is also guaranteed. The frame of the uvex suxxeed starshine skilfully features Swarovski® crystals.

**Features**
- Hardshell technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- R-FAS strap
- Strap covers in high-quality synthetic leather
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Frame with Swarovski® crystals
- Weight from 510 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG I 01.040 2014-12

**Recommendation**

uvex i-performance 2
S45.4.104.04...

---

**uvex i-performance 2**

black
S45.6.471.0104 f
S45.6.471.0105 f
S45.6.471.0106 f

---

**uvex sportstyle**

black
S45.6.471.0104 f
S45.6.471.0105 f
S45.6.471.0106 f
uvex suxxeed pink ribbon

Today, the uvex pink ribbon is an unmistakable symbol of the worldwide campaign to raise awareness of breast cancer. Like the many international celebrities who wear the pink ribbon, show your support for this important cause with the stylish uvex suxxeed pink ribbon. uvex donates 50 euros of each helmet sold to Pink Ribbon Germany. Only available in Germany.

Features
- Hardshell technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- R-FAS strap
- Strap covers in high-quality synthetic leather
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Weight from 510 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG1 01/04 2014-12

Recommendation

uvex i-performance 2 pink ribbon
S45.4.109.02...

uvex suxxeed chrome

Our best sellers uvex suxxeed convince through safety, fit, and design. Individually adjustable in height and width and with excellent ventilation, comfort is also guaranteed. An elegant chrome frame adds a touch of luxury to the uvex suxxeed chrome.

Features
- Hardshell technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- R-FAS strap
- Strap covers in high-quality synthetic leather
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Weight from 510 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG1 01/04 2014-12

Recommendation

uvex ceravent
S45.4.104.02...

---

uvex suxxeed pink ribbon
S43.6.478.0104 // xs-s
S43.6.478.0105 // s
S43.6.478.0106 // m-l

uvex suxxeed chrome
S43.6.479.0104 // xs-s
S43.6.479.0105 // s
S43.6.479.0106 // m-l

uvex suxxeed chrome
S43.6.479.0204 // xs-s
S43.6.479.0205 // s
S43.6.479.0206 // m-l

uvex ceravent
S45.4.104.02...
uvex suxxeed active
The riding helmet uvex suxxeed active combines an elegant look with exceptional strength. Strap covers in high quality with excellent ventilation for your head.

**Features**
- Hardshell technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- R-FAS strap
- Strap covers in high-quality synthetic leather
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Weight from 510 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG1 01.040:2014-12

**Recommendation**

uvex ventilation
S45.4356.04...

uvex perfexxion II glamour
Every detail of the uvex perfexxion II is harmonious: the lower neck shell ensures maximum safety, the ponytail cutout a comfortable fit, and the pentagon dynamic ventilation system optimum climate management. The glamour version amazes thanks to the use of original Swarovski® crystals.

**Features**
- Hardshell technology
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Fit system
- 3 shell sizes
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Grid with Swarovski® crystals
- Weight from 480 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG1 01.040:2014-12

**Recommendation**

uvex sumair
S45.4317.03...

uvex suxxeed active

uvex perfexxion II glamour
uvex perfexxion II

Every detail of the uvex perfexxion II is harmonious: the lower neck shell ensures maximum safety, the ponytail cutout a comfortable fit, and the pentagon dynamic ventilation system optimizes climate management.

Features
- Hardshell technology
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Fit system
- 3 shell sizes
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Weight from 480 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VGL 01.040 2016-12

Recommendation

uvex ceravent 545.410.02...

Kai Rüder
Eventing

Every detail of the uvex perfexxion II is harmonious: the lower neck shell ensures maximum safety, the ponytail cutout a comfortable fit, and the pentagon dynamic ventilation system optimizes climate management.
uvex elexxion pro ltd

The combination of champagne and pink overshadows the competition. The vibrant colors bring life into performance and open up completely new color options for the daily riding outfit. The limited edition comes with a high-quality helmet bag. An eye-catcher made in Germany.

Features
- Hybrid technology
- Double inmould technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Strap
- Excellent ventilation
- Changeable strap
- Slim fit inner ring (optional)
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Chrome slider
- Helmet bag included
- Weight from 450 g
- Standards: EN 1364-2:2012 + VG1-01/040 2014-12

Accessory
- New colorway
- New model

champagne mat
S43.3.436.0504 // xs
S43.3.436.0505 // s
S43.3.436.0506 // m-l
The new uvex elexxion hybrid helmet made of hardshell and inmould technology combines all the expertise of the uvex product developers. Innovative premium surfaces and helmet details in mat, gloss, and chrome provide the glam look that turns the stable into a catwalk.

**uvex elexxion pro**

- Hybrid technology
- Double inmould technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Strap
- Excellent ventilation
- Changeable lining
- Slim fit lining (optional)
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Chrome slider

- Weight from 470 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG1 01/04 2014-12

**Features**

- Hybrid technology
- Double inmould technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Strap
- Excellent ventilation
- Changeable lining
- Slim fit lining (optional)
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Chrome slider

- Weight from 470 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG1 01/04 2014-12

**Recommendation**

- New colorway
- New model

---

The new uvex elexxion plus is a real eye-catcher, perfectly matched in color and with a mat finish.

**uvex elexxion plus**

- Hybrid technology
- Double inmould technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Strap
- Excellent ventilation
- Changeable lining
- Slim fit lining (optional)
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Chrome slider

- Weight from 470 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG1 01/04 2014-12

**Features**

- Hybrid technology
- Double inmould technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Strap
- Excellent ventilation
- Changeable lining
- Slim fit lining (optional)
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Chrome slider

- Weight from 470 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG1 01/04 2014-12

**Recommendation**

- New colorway
- New model
uvex elexxion
The uvex elexxion stands for a new generation of riding helmets made in Germany. As the first hybrid riding helmet, it combines the two predominant helmet technologies and sets new standards in terms of design, ventilation, and weight. The adjustable shield ventilation system ensures a cool head.

Features
- Hybrid technology
- Inmould technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Strap
- Excellent ventilation
- Changeable lining
- Slim fit lining (optional)
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Weight from 460 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG1 01.040 2014-12

Recommendation
- Hybrid technology
- Inmould technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Strap
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Grid with glitter crystals
- Weight from 400 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG1 01.040 2014-12

uvex exxential II glamour
This uvex exxential II glamour riding helmet with inmould technology ensures a high level of safety and low weight. The allround model has an extremely good price-performance ratio. The helmet has a high-quality microfibre year-round lining perfect for all seasons.

Features
- Inmould technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Fit system
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Weight from 400 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG1 01.040 2014-12
uvex exxential II

The uvex exxential II riding helmet with inmould technology ensures a high level of safety and low weight. The allround model convinces with its extremely good price-performance ratio.

Features
- Inmould technology
- 2 shell sizes
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- PAS Fit system
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacles wearers
- Weight from 420 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG1 01:040 2014-12

Recommendation

uvex sportstyle
S45.4.105.03…

Features
- New colorway
- New model
Little beginners and young, aspiring professionals will love the uvex kids riding helmet collection. If you’re looking for a suitable helmet for your youngster’s fun days in the saddle or for their next gymkhana, look no further. uvex riding helmets are tested to the latest safety standards, so making the right choice for young riders is easy.

With classic designs and attractive outer shells, such as the uvex onyx shiny black or the playful uvex onyx with its pony design, this popular children’s helmet collection delivers uncompromising protection.
The uvex onyxx creates a new milestone for safety. Like all uvex riding helmets, this junior model is made in Germany and meets all relevant safety standards. It provides that all-important protection for the first jump or local hack. The key attributes of low weight and exceptionally good ventilation, along with the climate-regulating interior, make the helmet super comfortable to wear. And the Fast Adapting System (FAS) makes the helmet easily adjustable for a secure fit.

**uvex onyxx**

1. **uvex 3D IAS system**
   - The helmet’s 3D IAS system ensures quick and easy adjustment and a perfect fit for any shape of head.

2. **uvex monomatic**
   - The uvex monomatic comfort lock can be opened and closed with one hand, at the touch of a button, so the chin strap always fits perfectly.

3. **FAS**
   - The fast-adapting system strap can be adjusted quickly and easily to give a precise fit, ensuring the helmet remains secure at all times.
**uvex onyx glamour**

Sparkling accents are no longer reserved for the “big ones”. The uvex onyx children’s riding helmet series offers uncompromising safety. Now the popular children’s helmet is also available in the uvex onyx glamour version.

**Features**

- Inmould technology
- 1 shell size
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Fit system
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Weight from 290 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VGI:01:040 2014-12

**Recommendation**

uvex sportstyle kid
S45.7.262.02...
uvex onyxx dekor

The children’s riding helmet series uvex onyxx offers uncompromising safety at a family-friendly price. The series has everything to protect the young rider perfectly and to make small riders’ hearts beat faster. Thanks to the IAS 3D fit system, the uvex onyxx grows with the rider, guaranteeing an excellent fit for a long time.

Features
- Inmould technology
- 1 shell size
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Fit system
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Weight from 290 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG 01 040 2016-12

Recommendation

uvex sportstyle kid
S45.7.262.06...

pony berry mat
S43.3.462.206A/1/30s-sm

pony white mat
S43.3.462.206A/1/30s-sm

pony viola mat
S43.3.462.206A/1/30s-sm

pony black mat
S43.3.462.206A/1/30s-sm

pony anthracite mat
S43.3.462.206A/1/30s-sm

friends fl anthracite mat
S43.3.462.004A/1/30s-sm

friends fl pink mat
S43.3.462.004A/1/30s-sm

UVEX onyxx black mat
S43.3.461.010A/1/30s-sm

UVEX onyxx blue mat
S43.3.461.030A/1/30s-sm

UVEX onyxx

The uvex onyxx riding helmet for children and teenagers sets new standards for safety with its stylish mat lacquer look. The onyxx combines featherlight weight with the highest level of comfort and outstanding ventilation. The uvex 3D IAS three-dimensional adjustable sizing system enables a perfect fit for virtually any head shape.

Features
- Inmould technology
- 1 shell size
- 3D IAS fit system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS Fit system
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers
- Weight from 290 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG 01 040 2016-12

Recommendation

uvex sportstyle kid
S45.7.262.02...

black mat
S43.3.461.004A/1/30s-sm

blue mat
S43.3.461.004A/1/30s-sm

friends II pink mat
S43.3.462.1104/3xs-xs

friends II anthracite mat
S43.3.462.1004/3xs-xs

friends II viola mat
S43.3.462.0704/3xs-xs

friends berry mat
S43.3.462.0604/3xs-xs

friends viola mat
S43.3.462.0904/3xs-xs

friends white mat
S43.3.462.0804/3xs-xs

friends black mat
S43.3.462.0904/3xs-xs

48 • New colorway • New model
49 • New colorway • New model
uvex onyxx shiny

The uvex onyxx riding helmet for children and teenagers sets new safety standards and has a stylish black shiny look.
For perfect protection and performance.

Features

- Inmould technology
- 1 shell size
- IAS®-Ill system
- Monomatic fastener
- FAS® Fit system
- Excellent ventilation
- Suitable for spectacle wearers

- Weight from 290 g
- Standards: EN 1384:2012 + VG-01-040 2014-12

Recommendation

uvex sportstyle kid
S45.7.262.02
Tournament or training session. On or off the trail. Through streams or rain showers. Whatever your discipline, wherever you ride, the secure grip and comfortable fit of uvex riding gloves can be relied on.

Whether you prefer a short, athletic style, like the uvex ceravent, or an elegant design, like the uvex sportstyle diamond with original Swarovski® crystals: protect your hands with the lightweight and durable uvex riding gloves.
Dusty trails on hot days. Rubber reins in heavy rain. Stay in control with the uvex ceravent. The innovative, moisture-control riding glove guarantees an optimum grip in all conditions, while the abrasion-resistant ceraspace™ ceramic coating offers extreme durability. The material on the fingertips allows for easy operation of a smartphone touch screen.

Short, athletic style
This shorter style sports glove has a snug, comfortable cuff and can be teamed with any riding outfit.

Touchscreen-sensitive
Light and grippy, but with touchscreen-sensitive capability. The pleasantly soft material on the fingertips makes the uvex ceravent a great choice for smartphone users.

ceraspace™ coating
The functional material has a ceramic coating for extra durability.
uvex ceravent

“Riders are athletes” is the credo that this new, strikingly short riding glove was tailored to. Extreme durability thanks to minimal abrasions as well as a perfect fit and flexibility – that is the new uvex ceravent.

The innovative design, reminiscent of the grip accents of modern riding attire, makes the uvex ceravent a contemporary choice.

Features
- 4D stretch
- Abrasion resistant
- Excellent grip
- Stretch venting
- Moisture management
- Touchscreen capability
- Washable (30°C)

Material
- Backhand: ceramic-coated stretch material 80% polyamide, 20% elastane
- Palm: 100% polyurethane composition (70% polyurethane, 30% nylon)

uvex tensa II

uvex tensa riding gloves are back – and setting new standards for the best grip for riding and driving. uvex tensa riding gloves offer high durability and control, even under extreme conditions – whether you’re holding the reins or driving lines, in wet weather or during a sweaty workout.

Features
- 2D stretch
- Touchscreen capability
- Washable (30°C)

Material
- Backhand: 60% polyurethane, 40% polyamide
- Palm: 100% polyurethane composition (70% polyurethane, 30% nylon)
# uvex sportstyle diamond

An elegant glittering motif made of Swarovski® crystals now adorns the tab closure of the uvex sportstyle diamond and makes it an absolute eye-catcher on the dressage or showjumping course. It offers active moisture management and the highest level of wearing comfort.

## Features
- 2D Stretch
- Tab closure with Swarovski® crystals
- Reinforced
- Touch screen capable
- Washable (30° C)

## Material
- Backhand/palm: 60% polyurethane, 40% polyamide

## uvex sumair

A secure hold of the reins is crucial even under strenuous conditions. Sweat and moisture must not stand in the way of a firm, flexible grip. The material mix of the uvex sumair delivers what it promises.

## Features
- 4D Stretch
- 2D Stretch
- Stretch ventilation
- Reinforced
- Touch screen capable
- Washable (30° C)

## Material
- Backhand/palm: 70% polyurethane, 30% polyamide
- Mesh: 87% polyamide, 13% elastane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Backhand/palm</th>
<th>Mesh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>60% polyurethane, 40% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>65% polyurethane, 35% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue</td>
<td>60% polyurethane, 40% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## uvex ventraxion

The innovative uvex ventraxion perfectly adapts itself to the rider’s hand – thanks to a cut specially developed by uvex and the new soft-touch material, it is multidimensionally flexible, breathable, and extremely well-ventilated. The soft-touch material used in the contact areas of the glove provides the rider’s hand with the necessary support while remaining supple and sensitive at the same time.

## Features
- 4D Stretch
- Stretch ventilation
- Touch screen capable
- Optimized for fingernails
- Washable (30° C)

## Material
- Backhand/palm: 65% polyurethane, 35% polyamide
- Mesh: 71% polyamide, 29% elastane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Backhand/palm</th>
<th>Mesh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>65% polyurethane, 35% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>65% polyurethane, 35% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brown</td>
<td>65% polyurethane, 35% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue</td>
<td>65% polyurethane, 35% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

An elegant glittering motif made of Swarovski® crystals now adorns the tab closure of the uvex sportstyle diamond and makes it an absolute eye-catcher on the dressage or showjumping course. It offers active moisture management and the highest level of wearing comfort.

## Features
- 2D Stretch
- Tab closure with Swarovski® crystals
- Reinforced
- Touch screen capable
- Washable (30° C)

## Material
- Backhand/palm: 60% polyurethane, 40% polyamide

## uvex sumair

A secure hold of the reins is crucial even under strenuous conditions. Sweat and moisture must not stand in the way of a firm, flexible grip. The material mix of the uvex sumair delivers what it promises.

## Features
- 4D Stretch
- 2D Stretch
- Stretch ventilation
- Reinforced
- Touch screen capable
- Washable (30° C)

## Material
- Backhand/palm: 70% polyurethane, 30% polyamide
- Mesh: 87% polyamide, 13% elastane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Backhand/palm</th>
<th>Mesh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>60% polyurethane, 40% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>65% polyurethane, 35% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue</td>
<td>60% polyurethane, 40% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## uvex ventraxion

The innovative uvex ventraxion perfectly adapts itself to the rider’s hand – thanks to a cut specially developed by uvex and the new soft-touch material, it is multidimensionally flexible, breathable, and extremely well-ventilated. The soft-touch material used in the contact areas of the glove provides the rider’s hand with the necessary support while remaining supple and sensitive at the same time.

## Features
- 4D Stretch
- Stretch ventilation
- Touch screen capable
- Optimized for fingernails
- Washable (30° C)

## Material
- Backhand/palm: 65% polyurethane, 35% polyamide
- Mesh: 71% polyamide, 29% elastane

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Color</th>
<th>Backhand/palm</th>
<th>Mesh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>white</td>
<td>65% polyurethane, 35% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>black</td>
<td>65% polyurethane, 35% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>brown</td>
<td>65% polyurethane, 35% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>blue</td>
<td>65% polyurethane, 35% polyamide</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

---
uvex i-performance 2

This extremely grippy, highly elastic PU glove was developed together with uvex athletes and is particularly distinguished by its durability. Mesh inserts on the fingers and the back of the hand provide optimal ventilation and comfort.

- 4D Stretch
- 2D Stretch
- Stretch ventilation
- Reinforced
- Touch screen capable
- Washable (30°C)

Material
- Backhand/palm: 60% polyurethane, 40% polyamide
- Mesh: 37% polyamide, 13% elastane

Features
- 4D Stretch
- 2D Stretch
- Stretch ventilation
- Reinforced
- Touch screen capable
- Washable (30°C)

Material
- Backhand/palm: 60% polyurethane, 40% polyamide
- Mesh: 37% polyamide, 13% elastane

Ingrid Klimke
Eventing
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uvex i-performance 2 pink ribbon

Today, the pink ribbon is an unmistakable symbol of the worldwide campaign to raise awareness of breast cancer. Like the many international celebrities who wear the pink ribbon, show your support for this important cause with the stylish uvex i-performance 2 pink ribbon. For each pair of uvex pink ribbon edition gloves, uvex donates 5 euros to Pink Ribbon Germany. Only available in Germany.

Features
- 4D Stretch
- 2D Stretch
- Stretch ventilation
- Reinforced
- Touch screen capable
- Washable (30°C)

Material
- Backhand/palm: 60% polyurethane, 40% polyamide
- Mesh: 37% polyamide, 13% elastane

Features
- 4D Stretch
- 2D Stretch
- Stretch ventilation
- Reinforced
- Touch screen capable
- Washable (30°C)

Material
- Backhand/palm: 60% polyurethane, 40% polyamide
- Mesh: 37% polyamide, 13% elastane

pink ribbon
- 454 i 0232 // 0.5
- 454 i 0230 // 0.7
- 454 i 0231 // 0.9
- 454 i 0232 // 1.1
- 454 i 0233 // 1.3
- 454 i 0234 // 1.5
- 454 i 0235 // 1.7
- 454 i 0236 // 1.9
- 454 i 0237 // 2.1
- 454 i 0238 // 2.3
- 454 i 0239 // 2.5
- 454 i 0240 // 2.7
- 454 i 0241 // 2.9
- 454 i 0242 // 3.1
- 454 i 0243 // 3.3
- 454 i 0244 // 3.5
- 454 i 0245 // 3.7
- 454 i 0246 // 3.9
- 454 i 0247 // 4.1
- 454 i 0248 // 4.3
uvex sportstyle

The uvex sportstyle is a highly elastic glove made of non-slip PU material. Due to the elastic inserts on the wrist and the back of the hand, it offers a high level of wearing comfort. A clean design, excellent durability and grip, and uncomplicated care properties enable versatility in everyday use.

Features

- 2D Stretch
- Abrasion resistant
- Excellent grip
- Touch screen capable
- Washable (30°C)

Material

- Backhand/palm: 40% polyester, 60% polyurethane, 8% elastane
- Palm: 60% polyurethane, 40% nylon
- Tricot: 90% nylon

uvex sportstyle winter

The uvex sportstyle winter is the riding glove that makes a difference during the winter time. Durability and comfort are only two of its characteristics.

Features

- 2D Stretch
- Reinforced
- Washable (30°C)

Material

- Backhand/palm: 60% polyurethane, 40% polyester
- Thinsulate insulation (40g)
- Lining: 87% polyester, 13% elastane

uvex crx700

A glove for the stormy season and an all-rounder in the stable. Thanks to the Schoeller® soft-shell material with wind-repellent, water-repellent, and heat-retaining properties, the glove is a breathable and warming companion between seasons. The use of 4D stretch and abrasion-resistant PU material on the palm also ensures an excellent riding experience.

Features

- 4D Stretch
- Reinforced
- Reflective print
- Abrasion resistant
- Excellent grip
- Touch screen capable
- Washable (30°C)

Material

- Backhand: Soft shell 40% polyester, 36% polyamide, 13% polyurethane, 8% elastane
- Palm: 60% polyurethane, 40% nylon
- Tricot: 90% nylon

uvex sportstyle kid

Bright colors, classic design, high functionality—the new uvex sportstyle kids riding glove is in no way inferior to the adults models, but it’s sure to be much more fun thanks to the trendy colors. The anti-slip material provides an ideal grip on the reins, while extra stretch inserts guarantee excellent flexibility and wearing comfort.

Features

- 2D Stretch
- Reinforced
- Perforated ventilation

Material

- Backhand/palm: 60% polyurethane, 40% polyester

62 - New colorway 63 - New model
wherever you ride

eyewear

Classic or trendy. Mirrored or polarized.

uvex sunglasses are available for every style and every face shape. Enjoy the sun, or reduce the glare effect. For dependable protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC radiation up to 400 nm. In summer, on the way to the stables, or in the beer garden. With you all the way, wherever you play.
uvex lgl 43

With a timeless design and on-trend colors, the uvex lgl 43 is the ideal lifestyle eyewear for the city and the outdoors. The mirrored lenses have the highest optical quality. The frame has a slim, feminine design and the havanna-speckled pattern together with the vivid blue-green lenses create an extraordinary color mix. A real eye-catcher that combines style and technology, the uvex lgl 43 is the perfect summer accessory.

1. Comfort
   The adjustable temples on the uvex lgl 43 ensure a comfortable fit.

2. On-trend design
   The uvex lgl 43 is characterized by its excellent design and stylish color mixes in four variations — offering a confident, fashionable look.

3. UV protection
   The high-quality sun protection lenses offer the highest UVA, UVB, and UVC protection up to 400 nm and meet European and international standards.
uvex sportstyle 803 race CV V

The uvex sportstyle 803 race CV V combines the uvex colorvision lens technology with the fully automatic adjustment of the uvex variomatic® lenses. The frameless design ensures the best all-round view.

Features
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 803 race CV V small

An extended view is the idea behind the ultra-light uvex sportstyle 803 race CV V small. The large litemirror lenses ensure the best protection even in a low riding position. The frameless design guarantees the best all-round view. And the uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current light conditions.

Features
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 706 CV V

The uvex sportstyle 706 CV V combines uvex colorvision lens technology with the fully automatic adjustment of uvex variomatic® lenses (cat. 1–3). The durable eyewear for trail lovers delivers the best vision in all light conditions, increased color brilliance, and more contrast.

Features
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex lgl 36 CV

The eyewear for a versatile, sporty summer combined with a brilliant visual experience – that is the uvex lgl 36 CV. On the beach, in the mountains, or in the city, the mirror lenses reliably protect from damaging rays and also ensure detailed perception thanks to the uvex colorvision lens technology.

Features
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm
uvex sportstyle 706 CV

The robust uvex sportstyle 706 CV is ready for every trial and the new uvex colorvision lenses provide even more vibrant colors and contrast. The lenses filter out particular wavelengths to enhance contrasts and increase color perception. Litemirror lenses protect from damaging UV rays and reduce glare.

Features
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 803 V small

Wider vision for smaller faces is the idea behind the uvex sportstyle 803 V small. The large lenses, extended at the top, offer the best protection even in a low riding position on a road bike. The frameless design delivers the best all-round view. And the uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current light conditions.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- Flex temple
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 802 V

An unrestricted, wide field of view is guaran- teed thanks to the design of the ultralight uvex sportstyle 803 V. The large lenses, extended at the top, offer the best protection even in a low riding position on a road bike. The frameless design delivers the best all-round view. And the uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current light conditions.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- Flex temple
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

The robust uvex sportstyle 706 CV is ready for every trial and the new uvex colorvision lenses provide even more vibrant colors and contrast. The lenses filter out particular wavelengths to enhance contrasts and increase color perception. Litemirror lenses protect from damaging UV rays and reduce glare.

Features
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

Wider vision for smaller faces is the idea behind the uvex sportstyle 803 V small. The large lenses, extended at the top, offer the best protection even in a low riding position on a road bike. The frameless design delivers the best all-round view. And the uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current light conditions.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- Flex temple
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

The uvex sportstyle 803 V is the perfect companion for sports, regardless of the weather. The uvex variomatic® lenses automatically tint in response to the light conditions (cat. 2). The uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current light conditions. uvex supravision® coating prevents lens fogging in changeable temperatures. Soft nose pads and temple ends ensure the glasses always fit securely.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Eyewear strap
- Soft temple ends
- Flex temple
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

The uvex sportstyle 802 V is the perfect companion for sports, regardless of the weather. The uvex variomatic® lenses automatically tint in response to the light conditions (cat. 1–3). The uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current light conditions. uvex supravision® coating prevents lens fogging in changeable temperatures. Soft nose pads and temple ends ensure the glasses always fit securely.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- Flex temple
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

The robust uvex sportstyle 706 CV is ready for every trial and the new uvex colorvision lenses provide even more vibrant colors and contrast. The lenses filter out particular wavelengths to enhance contrasts and increase color perception. Litemirror lenses protect from damaging UV rays and reduce glare.

Features
- uvex colorvision lens technology
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft and adjustable temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

Wider vision for smaller faces is the idea behind the uvex sportstyle 803 V small. The large lenses, extended at the top, offer the best protection even in a low riding position on a road bike. The frameless design delivers the best all-round view. And the uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current light conditions.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- Flex temple
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

The uvex sportstyle 803 V is the perfect companion for sports, regardless of the weather. The uvex variomatic® lenses automatically tint in response to the light conditions (cat. 2). The uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current light conditions. uvex supravision® coating prevents lens fogging in changeable temperatures. Soft nose pads and temple ends ensure the glasses always fit securely.

Features
- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Soft temple ends
- Direct lens ventilation
- Flex temple
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

The uvex sportstyle 802 V is the perfect companion for sports, regardless of the weather. The uvex variomatic® lenses automatically tint in response to the light conditions (cat. 1–3). The uvex variomatic® lenses automatically adapt to the current light conditions. uvex supravision® coating prevents lens fogging in changeable temperatures. Soft nose pads and temple ends ensure the glasses always fit securely.
The uvex sportstyle 802 V small is specially designed for anyone with a smaller face who is out in all types of weather. The uvex variomatic® lenses automatically change tint in response to the light conditions. The uvex supravision® coating prevents lens fogging. Soft nose pads and temple ends ensure the glasses always fit securely.

uvex sportstyle 802 V small

- uvex variomatic® lens technology
- uvex supravision® lens technology
- Easy to clean
- Adjustable soft nosepads
- Eyewear strap
- Soft temple ends
- Plus temples
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection

The uvex blaze III will accompany you on any adventure. With three interchangeable lenses (cat. 0, cat. 1, cat. 3) it is ready for all light conditions and also provides 100% UVA, UVB, and UVC protection.

uvex blaze III

- Soft nose pads
- Soft temple ends
- Interchangeable lens construction
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection

The uvex lgl 40 – lifestyle sunglasses for every day. The popular pilot style meets subtle color in this fashionable mat option. Protection from UV rays is, of course, guaranteed.

uvex lgl 40

- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- up to 400 nm

The uvex polavision® lenses of the uvex lgl 30 pola absorb diffused light and thus protect the eyes from reflections, glare, and overexposure. The uvex lgl 30 pola lifestyle sunglasses not only look trendy but also offer full protection.

uvex lgl 30 pola

- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- up to 400 nm

The uvex polavision® lenses absorb diffused light and thus protect the eyes from reflections, glare, and overexposure. The uvex polavision® lenses of the uvex lgl 30 pola absorb diffused light and thus protect the eyes from reflections, glare, and overexposure. The uvex lgl 30 pola lifestyle sunglasses not only look trendy but also offer full protection.

uvex lgl 30 pola

- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection
- up to 400 nm
uvex lgl 21

Whether in the city or at the beach, the uvex lgl 21 does it all. Trendy colors and mirror lenses mean the wearer looks great everywhere, while still being reliably protected from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features

- 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.0.876.2210
smoke (cat. 3)
black mat red S53.0.876.2213
mirror red (cat. 3)
black mat blue S53.0.876.2344
mirror blue (cat. 3)
transparent grey-mat S53.0.876.2916
litemirror smoke dégradé (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 35

The stylish uvex lgl 35 is a real eye-catcher. Of course, the lifestyle glasses with their mirrored lenses ensure full protection against UVA, UVB, and UVC radiation.

Features

- 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.2.008.2213
mirror silver (cat. 3)
black mat S53.2.008.2916
mirror silver (cat. 3)
havanna S53.2.008.6616
mirror gold (cat. 3)
gold S53.0.985.6616
mirror gold (cat. 3)
black S53.0.985.2216
litemirror silver (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 32

Hip lifestyle eyewear – the uvex lgl 32 is an eye-catcher in the city. The full-mirror lenses and ultralight metal frame don’t just look great, the eyewear also provides 100 % protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features

- 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.0.876.2210
smoke (cat. 3)
black mat red S53.0.876.2213
mirror red (cat. 3)
black mat blue S53.0.876.2214
mirror blue (cat. 3)
transparent grey-mat S53.0.876.5516
litemirror smoke dégradé (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 33 pola

Sporty-styled frame and full-mirror lenses – the uvex lgl 33 pola is the relaxed companion for the summer. The uvex polavision® lenses absorb diffuse light and protect the eyes from reflections, glare, and strain.

Features

- uvex polavision® lens technology
- 100 % UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat S53.2.008.2215
mirror red (cat. 3)
black clear S53.2.008.2916
mirror silver (cat. 3)
berry crystal S53.2.008.3316
mirror silver (cat. 3)
havanna S53.2.008.6616
mirror gold (cat. 3)
uvex lgl 43

The uvex lgl 43 is characterized by its excellent craftsmanship and skillful color mixes for a confident, fashionable look. The adjustable temples offer high comfort and ensure a comfortable fit.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black
S53.2.048.2216
litemirror brown dégradé (cat. 3)
blue havanna
S53.2.048.4616
mirror blue (cat. 3)
havanna black
S53.2.048.2116
mirror green (cat. 3)
white mat
S53.2.048.8816
mirror red (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 39

Looking for sunglasses that look as good in the city as on the beach or out hiking? Then the uvex lgl 39 is the perfect choice. It impresses with bright colors and large uvex lettering on the temples. Of course, protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays is built in.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat red
S53.0.947.2216
litemirror brown dégradé (cat. 3)
black mat blue
S53.0.947.2416
mirror blue (cat. 3)
black lime mat
S53.0.947.2516
mirror yellow (cat. 3)
black mat white
S53.0.947.2816
mirror red (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 42

Calm, classic, mat. The uvex lgl 42 is a true all-rounder to always have with you on sunny summer days. It goes with almost every outfit. And it always reliably protects against UV radiation.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black purple mat
S53.2.032.2316
mirror pink (cat. 3)

black green mat
S53.2.032.2716
mirror yellow (cat. 3)
black transparent
S53.2.032.4316
mirror red (cat. 3)
blue orange mat
S53.2.032.4516
mirror blue (cat. 3)
blue-grey mat
S53.2.032.4916
mirror blue (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 29

Hiking, shopping, or beach volleyball – the uvex lgl 29 is there. Its sporty look and full-mirror lenses don’t just look cool, they also protect 100% from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat red
S53.0.947.2216
litemirror brown dégradé (cat. 3)
black mat blue
S53.0.947.2416
mirror blue (cat. 3)
black lime mat
S53.0.947.2516
mirror yellow (cat. 3)
black mat white
S53.0.947.2816
mirror red (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 43

The uvex lgl 43 is characterized by its excellent craftsmanship and skillful color mixes for a confident, fashionable look. The adjustable temples offer high comfort and ensure a comfortable fit.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black
S53.2.048.2216
litemirror brown dégradé (cat. 3)
blue havanna
S53.2.048.4616
mirror blue (cat. 3)
havanna black
S53.2.048.2116
mirror green (cat. 3)
white mat
S53.2.048.8816
mirror red (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 39

Looking for sunglasses that look as good in the city as on the beach or out hiking? Then the uvex lgl 39 is the perfect choice. It impresses with bright colors and large uvex lettering on the temples. Of course, protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays is built in.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat red
S53.0.947.2216
litemirror brown dégradé (cat. 3)
black mat blue
S53.0.947.2416
mirror blue (cat. 3)
black lime mat
S53.0.947.2516
mirror yellow (cat. 3)
black mat white
S53.0.947.2816
mirror red (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 42

Calm, classic, mat. The uvex lgl 42 is a true all-rounder to always have with you on sunny summer days. It goes with almost every outfit. And it always reliably protects against UV radiation.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black purple mat
S53.2.032.2316
mirror pink (cat. 3)

black green mat
S53.2.032.2716
mirror yellow (cat. 3)
black transparent
S53.2.032.4316
mirror red (cat. 3)
blue orange mat
S53.2.032.4516
mirror blue (cat. 3)
blue-grey mat
S53.2.032.4916
mirror blue (cat. 3)

uvex lgl 29

Hiking, shopping, or beach volleyball – the uvex lgl 29 is there. Its sporty look and full-mirror lenses don’t just look cool, they also protect 100% from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

black mat red
S53.0.947.2216
litemirror brown dégradé (cat. 3)
black mat blue
S53.0.947.2416
mirror blue (cat. 3)
black lime mat
S53.0.947.2516
mirror yellow (cat. 3)
black mat white
S53.0.947.2816
mirror red (cat. 3)
uvex sportstyle 507

The sporty children’s sunglasses in casual colors: the uvex sportstyle 507. The frame is flexible, so it easily withstands falls. And the litemirror lens effectively protects from glare as well as UVA, UVB, and UVC rays. Comes with a strap for even more support and comfort.

Features
- Eyewear strap
- Soft temple ends
- Flex frame
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 510

High-quality sun protection for the youngest: the uvex sportstyle 510 reliably protects children from UV rays. The frame is made entirely from flexible material, which clings gently to the head and won’t be damaged if the sunglasses should land on the ground.

Features
- Flex frame
- Soft temple ends
- Eyewear strap
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 511

The uvex sportstyle 511 – the sporty lifestyle sunglasses for kids. The classic plastic frame with the discreet uvex logo is fitted with filter category 3 lenses for complete protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features
- Eyewear strap
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

uvex sportstyle 508

With the uvex sportstyle 508, kids are well prepared for the summer. The sunglasses do not only impress with stylish colors and fashionable litemirror lens. Above all, they offer 100% protection from UVA, UVB, and UVC rays.

Features
- Eyewear strap
- Soft temple ends
- Flex frame
- 100% UVA, UVB, UVC protection up to 400 nm

NEW

uvex sportstyle 511

- blue clear
- grey clear
- black havanna mat
- white transparent camo

uvex sportstyle 507

- pink green mat
- dark blue mat
- blue green mat
- turquoise white mat

uvex sportstyle 508

- black mat red
- black mat green
- blue orange
- pink purple

uvex sportstyle 510

- S53.2.029.3716
- S53.2.029.4416
- S53.2.029.4716
- S53.2.029.7816

uvex sportstyle 511

- S53.2.027.4916
- S53.2.027.5916
- S53.2.027.6616
- S53.2.027.8916

uvex sportstyle 508

- S53.3.866.4316
- S53.3.866.6616
- S53.3.866.2716
- S53.3.866.2316
Accessories

uvex multifunctional backpack
S43.S.410.2200
uvex equitation helmet bag
S43.S.400.2200
uvex equitation helmet bag
S43.S.401.0100
winter cap
S43.S.141.0001 // 55-58 cm
S43.S.141.0002 // 59-62 cm
uvex winter ears // uvex perfexxion II
S43.9.143.0100
uvex eyewear floor display // 20 pcs (lockable)
S16.W.010.0020
uvex eyewear slatwall display // 16 pcs
S16.W.010.6116
uvex beachflag
S16.W.403.9200 // 74 x 210 mm
uvex helmet holder
S16.W.030.0044
uvex deco head (slatwall holder incl.)
S16.W.050.0014
uvex helmets floor display // 15 pcs (opt. helmet holder)
S16.W.040.0015
uvex multifunctional display
(opt. helmet holder, 9 glove holders incl.)
S16.W.040.2018
uvex gloves display
(18 glove holders incl.)
S16.W.040.2019
uvex tent
S16.W.050.0005 // 3 x 3 m

Merchandise

uvex eyewear floor display // 15 pcs
S16.W.010.0015
uvex helmets floor display // 15 pcs (opt. helmet holder)
S16.W.040.0015
uvex multifunctional display
(opt. helmet holder, 9 glove holders incl.)
S16.W.040.2018
uvex gloves display
(18 glove holders incl.)
S16.W.040.2019
uvex deco head (slatwall holder incl.)
S16.W.050.0014

Digital catalogue

Our catalogues are now also available in digital, extended form. In addition to the product information, the digital catalogues contain features such as image videos and improved views of the products. For maximum flexibility, you can also download the catalogues and use them offline on your PC, smartphone or tablet at any time. Find our new digital catalogues here today.

uvex media database

In the uvex media database you can download all product images, image brand pictures, advertisements, current PDFs of all catalogues and other marketing and POS measures free of charge. After registration, this service is available to you around the clock.

uvex-sports.com/digital

media.uvex-sports.com
**Helmets**

**Protection**
Certified in accordance with EN 1384:2012-02 + VG1 01.040 2014-12

**Shell materials**
- **Outer material**
  - PC: hardshell
  - ABS: hardshell
  - Safety thanks to the strongly bonded PC shell.

- **Inner material**
  - EPS: hardshell/inmould
  - Protective material made from microscopical air chambers that absorb the incident force of an impact.

**Shell construction**
- **Hardshell**
  - The helmet has a molded outer shell and EPS inner shell for a most efficient safety combination: draw fresh air in and expel warm air.

- **Hybrid**
  - Advanced technology unites the durable hard-shell construction of the upper helmet with the inmold process of the lower helmet.

**Fit**
- **Shell sizes**
  - Perfect fit = head shape + head circumference. Whether large or small, rounder or squarer: sizes to ensure the perfect fit for every hand shape and size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size/Shell Type</th>
<th>EU/cm</th>
<th>US/in.</th>
<th>UK/in.</th>
<th>Size/Shell Type</th>
<th>EU/cm</th>
<th>US/in.</th>
<th>UK/in.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s–m</td>
<td>55–58</td>
<td>7–7 1/8</td>
<td>6 7/8–7 5/8</td>
<td>s–m</td>
<td>55–57</td>
<td>7–7 1/8</td>
<td>6 7/8–7 5/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m–l</td>
<td>57–59</td>
<td>7 1/2–8 1/4</td>
<td>7–8 1/4</td>
<td>m–l</td>
<td>59–61</td>
<td>7 1/2–8 1/4</td>
<td>7–8 1/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **uvex IAS 3.0**
  - With the uvex IAS 3.0 system, helmets can be adjusted in width.

- **Monomatic**
  - The uvex monomatic comfort lock can be opened and closed with one hand.

**Comfort**
- **Vent system**
  - uvex places the highest value on optimal ventilation: cleverly designed ventilation channels draw fresh air in and expel warm air.

- **Removable lining**
  - Basic pads
  - X-fit pads
  - X-vent pads

**Gloves**
- **Material**
  - Polyurethane
  - - Nylon stretch: High-stretch material for the back of the hand
  - - Breathable
  - - Excellent grip
  - - Touchscreen compatible
  - - Machine washable up to 30°C

- **PU composition**
  - Polyurethane-coated nylon
  - - Durable
  - - Breathable
  - - Excellent grip
  - - Touchscreen compatible
  - - Machine washable up to 30°C

- **Ceramic-coated**
  - Abrasion resistant
  - Elastic
  - Anti-slip
  - Moisture management
  - Fast drying
  - Machine washable up to 30°C

**Fit**
- **Glove sizes**
  - uvex glove sizes are based on the standard French glove sizing system. Available in half sizes to ensure the perfect fit for every hand shape and size.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size/Shell Type</th>
<th>EU/cm</th>
<th>US/in.</th>
<th>UK/in.</th>
<th>Size/Shell Type</th>
<th>EU/cm</th>
<th>US/in.</th>
<th>UK/in.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>s–m</td>
<td>55–58</td>
<td>7–7 1/8</td>
<td>6 7/8–7 5/8</td>
<td>s–m</td>
<td>55–57</td>
<td>7–7 1/8</td>
<td>6 7/8–7 5/8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m–l</td>
<td>57–59</td>
<td>7 1/2–8 1/4</td>
<td>7–8 1/4</td>
<td>m–l</td>
<td>59–61</td>
<td>7 1/2–8 1/4</td>
<td>7–8 1/4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

- **uvex equestrian gloves**
  - Mold to the hand like a second skin.
  - High stretch and great ventilation for the best connection between you and your horse.

- **uvex equestrian gloves**
  - Stretchy fabric inserts provide stretch in every direction.

**Comfort**
- **Grip**
  - uvex uses materials with an extremely high grip surface ensuring reins always feel secure in the hand. Whether conditions are wet or dry, the horse can be reliably led at all times.

- **Ventilation**
  - Flexible fabric inserts made from lightweight stretch material, plus perforations on the fingers, allow sweat and moisture to evaporate before they have a chance to build up in the glove.

- **Reinforced**
  - Double layers of material are particularly hard-wearing. Low-stress areas have a single layer of material, for maximum sensitivity.

- **Touchscreen compatible**
  - Open-pored material at the fingertips on many uvex riding gloves allow the rider to comfortably feel the reins, and makes them touchscreen compatible with all current smartphones.
one brand.
one mission.
one vision.

uvex products protect people at work as well as in sport and leisure. As a partner of international top-level sport, uvex equips over 1,000 professional athletes worldwide.

The transfer of knowledge between uvex safety and uvex sports makes our products even safer, more functional, and more comfortable – both product divisions benefit mutually from this collaboration.

This was perfectly demonstrated at the Challenge Roth 2019, the biggest long-distance triathlon competition in the world: uvex safety provided equipment to the construction team and uvex sports equipped the athletes – that's what you call successful teamwork.

protecting people